
Sources of, and exploiting, inconsistency: preliminary reportDon PerlisComputer Science DepartmentandInstitute for Advanced Computer StudiesUniversity of MarylandCollege Park MD 20742perlis@cs.umd.eduAbstractAlthough much e�ort has been expended by re-searchers in trying to maintain a consistent be-lief base in formalizing commonsense reasoning,there is some evidence that the nature of com-monsense reasoning itself brings inconsistencieswith it. I will outline a number of sources of suchinconsistencies, and discuss why they appear un-avoidable. I will also suggest that, far from beinga roadblock to e�ective commonsense, (detected)inconsistencies are often a reasoner's best guideto what to do next.IntroductionCommonsense reasoning (CSR) is the everyday plausi-ble reasoning we all do about (and within) the every-day world of experience. It is ordinary, usually inex-pert, reasoning. It deals with natural kinds concepts,such as birds, chairs, mountains, ideas, people, cars,jobs, plans, locations, amusements. These tend not tobe de�ned (as opposed to mathematical or legal con-cepts), and so easily lead to all sorts of borderline caseswhere confusion reigns. One might think that it ishopeless to �nd a consistent treatment of fallible rea-soning; yet this has been one motivation for the studyof nonmonotonic (NMR) formalisms. The successesof that enterprise may suggest that, despite the pres-ence of fallibility built into the foundations of NMR,despite the inherent vagueness in many natural kinds,commonsense reasoning can (and should at its best) beconsistent.However, there are further considerations, not tiedto the vagueness of natural kinds, suggesting that al-though the commonsense world itself (as a theory inreasoners' minds) might not be inconsistent, neverthe-less the commonsense reasoning done about that worldwill be so, i.e., a reasoner's beliefs are almost certainto be inconsistent at times, indeed very often so. Thisis due to the fact that much of the data we encounteris awed, and our reasoning must consider that. Hencewe do not have axioms in the usual mathematical sense:we do not de�ne the commonsense world we reasonabout: we �nd it, and we do so via ill-formed and con-

tradictory data which we must sort through and drawplausible but temporary conclusions as we go. Evenif we do get some general features right|that blockscannot be moved unless they are 'clear'|we still can-not be sure that block B is clear; we may have mis-taken block C for block B; we may have mistakenlybeen told block B was clear; block B may have beenclear, but no longer; and so on. When we come todiscover (evidence that) a belief is wrong, we are forthe moment in a quandary: to believe the new evi-dence, or hang on to the old belief? The presence oftwo mutually-contradictory beliefs occasions in us therecognition of the quandary, and we treat those beliefsdi�erently from others, until we are able to resolve thedi�culty.My examples below will not be surprising; they areeveryday events. I simply hope that calling attentionto them will usefully enlarge the �eld of concern in the-oretical work in AI. Just as the observation that CSRis nonmonotonic did not scare people away from formalwork but rather vastly expanded it, I believe the samecan be done with respect to controlled inconsistencies.If this is the case, if inconsistency is an essential,pervasive, and central part of commonsense reasoning,then it might be an unfortunate turn of events, forthe clean sharp rays of traditional formal treatmentsare solidly based on consistency and model-theoreticsemantics. Nevertheless, I am con�dent we can riseto the challenge, if need be, in constructing new andbetter, more robust formalisms that meet the needsof real-world agents faced with an endless barrage ofconicting information.My own view is that inconsistencies arise in nearlyall reasoning, nearly all the time, and that we are soaccustomed to dealing with this in everyday life thatwe do not notice it, most such inconsistencies beingquickly resolved. I will present a number of examplesintended to illustrate this claim, and some discussionas to why these are not easily dismissed for a theory ofcommonsense.I will also argue that (at least some) inconsisten-cies are not the great evils once thought, and on thecontrary may instead partially characterize common-



sense as \appropriate reasoning in the face of con-tradictions". As such, it lends itself to extended in-teractive reasoning, rather than single isolated prob-lems where the data is �xed at the outset. Recentwork (Alchourron, Gardenfors, & Makinson 1985) hasbowed a bit to the idea (found in Doyle (Doyle 1979))of studying change of belief in the face of new data,rather than inference from �xed data; but even thisretains the \recency-prejudice" that newer data is bet-ter than older data|i.e., that we are given tried-and-true data to simply accept at face value, no matterhow strong our evidence for earlier beliefs. Yet it isnot so common|so I argue|that we are in a positionto accept new data without at least a minor challenge;indeed, the challenge often helps us appreciate the newdata better.In formal dress, let RP (recency-prejudice), be theaxiom � 2 KB + �i.e., the arrival of new data, �, leads to an replacementof the knowledge base KB by a new version, KB + �,of which � is a member. Here it is implicit that KB,as well as its replacement, is consistent, and that factis crucial in deciding how to shape the replacement, inwhich � is taken as unquestionably true.This axiom, in one way or another, informs virtuallyall work in NMR, including (Alchourron, Gardenfors,& Makinson 1985; Katsuno & Mendelzon 1991). Yet ities completely in the face of actual commonsense be-havior. Often evidence for a new belief � is insu�cientto warrant adopting it for long. Perhaps it is adoptedtemporarily while it is under consideration, or beforeit is realized that it conicts with other beliefs. But toremain as a long-term belief once a conict is noticed,� must be supplemented with evidence that it is moretrustworthy than, say :�. Ordinary reasoning doesnot come with axioms; it is a perpetually-revised net-work of shifting beliefs based on sifting evidence. Thisis not only so for humans, it must be so for intelligentrobots as well, as I argue below. It is in the nature, notjust of agents, but of the commonsense informationalworld that agents must deal with.The ideaA new belief may contradict another already-held be-lief. This is not news; all of NMR is based on thisidea, even though most research focuses on getting theinferences right from a �xed set of axioms, rather thanon what happens when a new belief comes along.Everyday reasoning bombards the reasoner with newbeliefs, or potential beliefs, all day long. Even whilepassing a quiet minute resting but awake, we are oftenaware of time passing, of breathing, of our gaze driftingabout the room, of our lazy train of thought. Theseawarenesses constitute beliefs about ourselves, new be-liefs each moment. Thus our belief (or knowledge)base, KB, is in an almost constant state of change.

A y buzzes about me: it is here, and I believe that;then it is there and I believe that, no longer believingit is here. The new belief seems to push out the old;or does the process of seeing the y buzz from hereto there involve two parallel acts of coming to believe\there" and ceasing to believe \here"? Quite possiblyin the case of some kinds of perceptual belief change, aswith the buzzing y, the new belief does not so muchpush the old out, as the two do a tango together ofgoing and coming. But it is not always so simple, asexamples below will show.The new-contradicting-the-old can occur in at leasttwo interestingly di�erent forms: the old belief mayhave been in error all along but we just now discoverthat, or it may have been true before but now we learnthe world has changed1 In either case, the old (contra-dicted) belief is removed from the KB; it is removed be-cause of the presence of the new contradictand. Thusthere is a (perhaps) brief period during which bothold and new contradictands are believed, and it is therecognition of their contradictory status that occasionsthe removal of the old. This contradiction-period maybe of little importance: perhaps the new belief is keptin a potential-belief store until beliefs that contradictit are weeded out, so the KB itself might never be in-consistent. In the latter case, we might speak of anadjudication-period, during which neither the new northe old belief is fully accepted; this period may lastinde�nitely, and I suggest it is the norm in CSR.Consistency cannot in general be guaranteed; andthis includes everyday reasoning, such as elementaryarithmetic, and editing of text. Only when the lan-guage and inference mechanisms are severely con-strained can consistency be established. Such con-straints are inappropriate for CSR, since a common-sense agent has no control over what data it mightreceive, what new ideas it might encounter, what itmight be taught, what instructions it might be given.It must rely on its own wits to decide how to treatincoming information, including, perhaps, that it doesnot understand the information and should for the mo-ment distrust it.The great preponderance of formal work in CSR as-sumes the belief system remains consistent; yet one ofthe earliest papers on the subject (Doyle 1979) out-lined a theory that deliberately eschews a consistency-assumption, and indeed that speci�cally allows for newbeliefs contradicting old beliefs. The fact that thisearly work was not seized upon in most later theoreti-cal developments is, I think, an indication of the stronggrip that consistency has on our theoretical imagina-tions. And it is a compelling vision, that there is aconsistent rational belief engine with common sense.21Winslett (Winslett 1988) and Katsuno and Mendelzon(Katsuno & Mendelzon 1991) speak of these as requiring arevision, and an update, respectively.2One many including myself have struggled to maintain(Creary 1979; Perlis 1985; 1986).



Somehow consistency carries an aura of sense, solid-ity, correctness, and its opposite|inconsistency|anaura of incorrectness, sloppiness, nonsense. Yet thismay be an illusion. Here I hope to show that (tem-porary) inconsistency is not only necessary as a com-ponent of commonsense reasoning, but is even a goodthing, a guide to rational decision-making.3But there is another case to consider: that the newbelief is wrong, and that this may even be discovered(as a plausible, nonmonotonic inference) by examiningthe new belief in light of many other beliefs. This caseis far more common than one might think; indeed itscommonplace occurrence suggests that deciding amongconicting beliefs is itself a major component of com-monsense reasoning. In the next section I illustratethis thesis with a number of examples.Most work on nonmonotonic reasoning is orthogonalto this issue, focusing mostly on getting the right (plau-sible) conclusions from given premises, rather than howto get from one set of premises-and-conclusions to anewer set. Yet it is this transition that reasoners arefaced with, for we never have the luxury of reason-ing in an unchanging world as we draw conclusionsfrom premises. As we reason, the world changes, andour conclusions are infected with new premises (incom-ing beliefs) before we have �nished drawing them fromwhatever premises we started with. To be sure, onecan create arti�cial settings where there is no change:mathematics de�nes its own rules by axioms, and thename of the game is to follow those rules rather thanthe way of the world. Similarly, certain games havede�ned rules, as do blocks-world scenarios. But com-monsense reasoning is reasoning in and about the realworld; thus it seems incumbent on us to address thetransitional aspects of reasoning. This is often called\belief change"; a longer paper will discuss approachesto belief change. Here we simply note that there seemsto be almost no work on belief change that addressesthe apparent need to deal with the contradiction pe-riod. Nine examples1. Identi�cation error. A new piece of data may beplausibly reasoned to be false on the basis of old3Let me note also, however, that strict adherence toconsistency also carries an aura of hidebound inexibility,unwillingness to consider new ideas and thereby undergo(perhaps brief) periods of inconsistency. Such periods, con-strained by a suitably watchful or distrustful attitude to-ward one's own conclusions, are familiar to everyone, andwe recognize them as moments from which we often emergewith greater clarity, new insights, and re-interpretations ofold beliefs. Yet we have not tried very hard to capture this\controlled inconsistency" in our theories of common sense.I believe that we will not be able to achieve programs withcommon sense, programs able to take advice, able to guiderobots through everyday chores in everyday settings, untilwe discover how to let them be suitably inconsistent.

data. Consider seeing your wife drive past you inher car, and then you stare in disbelief: her car isbeing repaired and surely cannot be on the road.As the seen car continues along you are able to seethat the license plate is not hers, and so the matterresolves in favor of your former belief: her car isindeed being repaired. In the interim, however, theKB is in a state of inconsistency, although alertedto this fact (there is a direct contradiction) and sotaking care about what inferences it draws: logicalconsequence is not an adequate ground for furtherbelief when applied to unresolved contradictands.Notice that in this case, we depended on anothernew piece of data: the license plate. However, thisis not essential. Consider reading that the Hubbletelescope has been repaired and is working well atlast, and that it has revealed several new �ndings,including that the �rst planet, Mars, has an orbitalwobble that may have led to miscalculations of itsadvancing perihelion important in tests of generalrelativity. You quickly, and without seeking furtherevidence, accept most of this but reject �rmly theerror in the name \Mars", since you are solidly con-vinced from many other beliefs that it is Mercury,not Mars, that the passage is about.This example can be altered in countless ways to suitone's taste, e.g., it can be about your local supermar-ket rather than telescopes and planets, but the namegotten wrong by a too-hasty reporter. You beginby believing what you are reading, since it soundsnot only consistent with what you already believe,but even corroborates some of your beliefs; then youcome to a statement that clashes.A new piece of data may eventually reasoned to betrue after a period of comparison with old data; notevery clash leads to rejecting the new data. Some-times we become convinced that one or more of ourold beliefs was in error; this often takes more thana single encounter, depending on how strongly weheld the old beliefs in question. We may begin by�ghting with new data, and in the process come tosuspect some old data. In this case too, however,there is an intermediate stage of suitably reasonedinconsistency.2. Spatio-perceptual distortion. We reach for our co�eecup while continuing to read. Our hand gropes anddoes not �nd the cup. We are puzzled; we �nd aconict between our belief that the cup is where weare reaching, and the information from our �ngersthat it is not there. We experience several annoy-ances: at our inability to get a sip of co�ee at will;at our spouse for possibly having removed the cupbefore we were �nished with it; at ourselves for beinginept at �nding the cup without looking. We cannotdecide whether our belief as to where we left the cupis in error, or as to where it is now, or as to wherewe are in fact reaching. So we look.



3. Delayed discovery. New beliefs may also be ac-cepted outright, but only later found to be in conictwith other beliefs. Frege's published formalization ofset theory was found by Russell to be inconsistent,something Frege certainly did not expect. A moremundane example is planning to take one's car inearly for repairs and then to drive on to work; hope-fully the truth sinks in before one is on the road.4. New meanings. Familiar words often take on newmeanings, as we converse with others. We �nd theold meaning does not �t the context, and this is oftensignaled to us by means of an inconsistency. Youhear \he beat a tattoo on the drum" and wonderhow this can be: a tattoo is a mark made underthe skin. Your meaning is inconsistent with the newusage, and yet it causes you no alarm, no sense oflogic coming unhinged; rather you take it right awayas a new usage to learn, resolving the contradictionwith great ease: this is a new usage of a word, I donot need to regard my old usage (tattoos are skinmarks) as an error, except perhaps my employmentof it in the present context.45. Conation errors. Distinct agents may use the sameword in di�erent ways, leading to confusion. Bothagents may use the name \John" but referring totwo di�erent people, and only come to suspect thisafter the conversation has gone on for some time.Such confusion can take the form of a contradiction:Roberta has the belief \John is tall" and hears fromStan that \John is short." She �nds this to con-tradict her belief, and argues with Stan until they�gure out that they mean two di�erent people.5It is the contradiction between her old belief and thenew data that triggers her attempt to sort thingsout. A robot (or person) without common sensemight simply accept it all and end up believing (anddoing) a lot of nonsensical things.6. Memory distortion. Roberta Robot trips over a logand receives a nasty bump on her memory (KB) unit,temporarily replacing her belief B with -B. Muchlater she re-proves B from other beliefs, is puzzledto �nd the inconsistency with -B, and initiates an ef-fort to resolve the contradiction. If her evidence forB is strong enough, she may decide -B is a mistake,and in any case she will exercise good common senseby not blandly using both B and -B for further infer-encing; this requires her noticing the contradictionand taking appropriate action.Such behavior would be critical for an intelligent (ortrustworthy) robot. One small error in memory stor-age could cause untold disaster if Roberta blindly ac-cepted whatever logical consequences her beliefs lead4See (Harper & Helzerman 1995) for a treatment relatedto this kind of phenomenon.5This example is admittedly similar to identi�cation er-ror. See (Miller 1993; Miller & Perlis 1993; Miller 1995) forrelated treatments.

her to. Humans constantly back o� when our ownreasoning tells us things we have excellent reason todistrust; and a contradiction among our inferencesis a chief clue that it is time to back o� and rethink.7. Being misled. Roberta's problem may not be dueto a fall; she may have been deliberately misled, in-formed that -B, and only later have time to prove Band face suitably reasoned inconsistency.Note that an episode of suitably reasoned inconsis-tency is not a state of turning o� nonmonotonic rea-soning; on the contrary, one needs access to one'sfull rational engine in order to sort out the contra-diction, not to mention that yet newer data mightarrive while the e�ort is underway. So while Robertastruggles with B and -B, C and D might arrive asnew data, themselves accepted or rejected, and if ac-cepted then perhaps used in the recovery. The caseof the mistaken car above was of this sort.8. Outset inconsistency. The KB may be inconsistentat the outset. This is not so outlandish. Any large-scale sophisticated KB is likely to have inconsisten-cies, and in any case the designers will be unable toprove its consistency. So future intelligent householdrobots right out of the factory crate with factory-installed start-up KB will likely have conicting be-liefs as soon as they are turned on! But these con-icts will also probably be very deeply hidden, in-consistencies but not direct contradictions that thedesigners would have noticed.9. External data distortion. Instead of a memory prob-lem or a lie, Roberta may have a piece of pa-per with the combination to a lock written on it.But it might have been recorded incorrectly, or theinkmarks might become distorted by rain. She be-lieves it to be correct, and tries to open the lock.Upon �nding that the lock does not open after sev-eral tries, she considers that the data on the papermay be wrong, which is the opposite of what she hadbelieved. This comes about because of an inconsis-tency among the beliefs:1. OnPaper(written-combo)2. OpensLock(lock-combo)3. lock-combo = written-combo4. -OpensLock(written-combo)But it takes much more reasoning to decide thatbelief 3 is the culprit. For instance, Roberta maydecide that that lock itself is functional, i.e., that 2is true, but that she does not know what sequence ofdialings corresponds to lock-combo, and further thatit may nevertheless be similar to written-combo. Shemay decide to try variations on written-combo. But�rst she re-tries written-combo several times to besure that it does not work; this is before she is fullysure she believes 4, although it is certainly a beliefthat has come to her as new data.



What kind of belief is one we are not fully sure of?It is one that we recognize as having some evidenceand are taking into account, though perhaps are notready to accept its logical consequences.Why the problem won't go awayWhy won't this issue go away? Why can't we sup-pose, as we suggested above for the Winslett-Katsuno-Mendelzon cases, that there is a bu�er for incomingbeliefs, where they are kept until the coast is clear toenter them consistently into the KB?There are two reasons: First, we need the KB to helpus decide what to believe. And the incoming belief isas much (and as little) a part of the evidence as are theother beliefs in the KB. So we must let them �ght it outon equal grounds; we have no a priori grounds to favorone over the other. Indeed, if we keep the newcomerin a bu�er, and as yet have not decided whether theold-timer is in error, then in e�ect we have put eachin a bu�er. Second, it is the conict that brings aboutthe bu�er in the �rst place; we �rst need to note thecontradiction before we know we need to deal with it.We cannot put all beliefs in bu�ers all the time just incase they might later turn out to be in conict.Commonsense reasoning may then, in part, be rea-soning in the face of confusion due to conicting data,reasoning when things go awry, stray from the rou-tine, the clear, the well-behaved. I should say, mildlyawry; for commonsense too breaks down when thingsget overly strained. But a mild bump to the nonmono-tonic engine should not kill the engine altogether, norrev it out of control. Flexibility in the face of (mild)straying from the middle of the road are the very stu�of commonsense; much more e�ort is needed in ad-dressing this. Perhaps when we do so, we will �nd our-selves addressing the problem of brittleness endemicin AI systems and formalisms. One little thing out ofplace, and instead of reasoning \oh, this should havebeen such-and-such, I'll make the correction" the rea-soning goes haywire, and does not even recognize thatit is doing so. McCarthy's notion of elaboration toler-ance (McCarthy 1993) is a step in this direction, buteven that does not allow for actual false or conictingbeliefs that are detected and resolved, what might becalled \perturbation tolerance". Yet the latter is thevery stu� of everyday reasoning, as the above examplesare intended to show.This is not to say that our resolution of inconsisten-cies in our beliefs is always correct, or that we always\do the right thing" (on hindsight) with perturbationsin our beliefs. In fact, even a very small change, suchas believing -P rather than P, might make the worldof di�erence in terms of whether we survive. Supposewe are told that one drives on the right in St. Thomas;this can lead to an early demise, whereas being toldone does not drive on the right there can have a verydi�erent (better) outcome. So, the \web" of our beliefs(Quine & Ullian 1970) does not always keep us from

accepting at face value a new belief, even if it is dan-gerous. But it does, I think, keep us from acceptingit if we already have substantial evidence codi�ed asbeliefs contradicting the new one. Thus perturbationtolerance is the ability to retain a rational head in theface of modest amounts of new or altered data evenif the latter contradict old data. This includes forget-ting, misremembering, conating, and other commondistortions of our KB.In the following section, I give an example of anextended episode of reasoning, in which a numberof contradictions occur, and yet which a human rea-soner would have no di�culty resolving, indeed per-haps would not even think that there had been any-thing unusual in the course of reasoning|as therewould not have been: this is reasoning at its ordinarylevel, fraught with many small contradictions. Howcan a contradiction be small? It can't in ordinary logic,but there is where we need to do more theoretical work.If on December 15 I happen to come to the belief thatI am 32 years old, as well as retaining the old one thatI was born on January 15, 1964, then I have a minordirect contradiction in my beliefs, which I may cometo discover and easily resolve.But if myKB is full of very numerous contradictions,on all topics, direct and indirect, then it is going to bevery di�cult to know even how to begin to resolve thissituation, for what beliefs can I use to sort out plausiblefrom implausible? I have not suggested an algorithmfor the case of minor contradiction, but I hope to haveindicated why not all inconsistencies are equal; someare a reasoner's best friend, guiding us out of nonsense.This may seem a bit at odds with our example ofoutset inconsistency above. The lesson may be that,if a KB has highly indirect contradictions involvingmany beliefs, then it is very important that that agentnot engage in lots of deep theorem-proving, lest it be-come burdened with widespread contradictions it can-not hope to resolve. This may not be a problem forCSR, since it is seems to be characterized by shallowreasoning (short chains of inferences), unlike that com-mon in mathematics.What form a logic of perturbation tolerance mighttake remains to be seen. I do not think that relevance(or paraconsistent) logics are likely candidates, for theytend not to note and attempt to resolve contradictions;nevertheless, they do represent one possible approachto consider. Another are so-called active- or step-logics(Elgot-Drapkin & Perlis 1988). Perhaps Pollock's Os-car system (Pollock 1989) will lead to another approachas well. Extended exampleIn this section I give an example of reasoning that takesplace over several hours, involving many new beliefscoming in at di�erent times, including a number thatcontradict existing beliefs at the time. Yet the rea-soning is transparently simple, something any human



could do with ease. I think that once we are able tobuild reasoning systems with this ability, we will bevery much farther along in our quest.While the reasoning may be far beyond what ourformalisms can do today, it is important that we keepsuch examples before us, to help us see what directionsto investigate.Roberta and her friend Stan have the task of paintinga barn today. They make the following plan: Robertawill buy the paint and brushes and Stan will buy theladder. Stan will go to Main Street Hardware, whichhas a bargain on ladders, even though it is farther awaythan the Ellis Street paint store which also carries lad-ders. They expect to meet at the barn at noon and beginpainting. They set o� in opposite directions. Robertaheads o� to Ellis Street to make her purchase. At abridge she intends to cross she notices a sign sayingthe bridge is under repair and uncrossable. This forcesher to back up a considerable distance and take an al-ternate and much less direct route. As she goes, sherealizes they will need two ladders and a plank, andthat she should get a second ladder and a plank at thepaint store.She then sees another sign saying that all MainStreet stores are closed for the day due to a water mainoutage, and she assumes Stan will now try to go to themore expensive Ellis Street paint store to get a ladder.She also assumes Stan does not know about the bridgebeing out, since else he surely would have warned her.Roberta reasons that it will take Stan at least three ex-tra hours to get to the bridge, notice the sign, back upto the alternate route to get to the paint store, buy theladder, and bring it to the barn. This will make it toolate to paint the barn today. She decides to purchasethe paint and then wait for Stan at the barn anyway,as the only obvious place to meet up with him and re-plan for tomorrow; but also to forgo getting a secondladder and a plank until they can meet to work out anew plan, perhaps purchasing both ladders and planktomorrow at Main Street Hardware.She arrives at the paint store but the street sign reads\Ellis Avenue" rather than \Ellis Street"|she decidesit must be the right place since the paint store is rightthere and \Avenue" and \Street" are easy to switch,and in any case she can get paint and brushes there.She arrives back at the barn at 12:20, and �nds amessage from Stan, marked 11:45, saying that he hasplaced the ladder in the barn, and will return by 12:30to start painting. She is puzzled by the apparent contra-diction, then reasons that he must have found the MainStreet hardware store open after all. Then she seesthat the ladder has a tag on it reading \Main StreetHardware II, Harwood Lane location." She does notknow how Stan found out about the second location ofthe store, but evidently he did. Since Harwood Lane isvery close, she decides to make a quick trip there fora second ladder and plank. Then she reasons that sheshould wait instead, since it is by now 12:25 and Stan
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